imeless story of an aging fire engine and
its fascinating history. An important part
of Ingersoll, Ontario heritage comes alive
in this stunning documentary about a legendary
fire truck that escapes the scrap yard and rises
to become a community icon. Journey into the
past as Stan Uher’s Classic Coachworks performs
a concours restoration of a historically significant
and much admired antique fire engine, affection
ately known as ‘Lorne.’ Truly a beautifully told and
well-documented story, Lorne becomes more than
just a life saving invention from the advent of the
motorcar. With wonderful images and documents
from the past, the story is unveiled for the first
time in an inspiring tale that rekindles the rela
tionship between man and machine. Go behind
the scenes at Classic Coachworks and meet the
people responsible for Lorne’s extensive restora
tion process. Be there to experience the glory and
fulfillment in preserving a vital part of firefighing
history.
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Lorne’s originality, including the art of Gold Leaf
Gilding. Enjoy the search for lost treasures that
once adorned the antique fire engine and observe
as hardware no longer made is manufactured from
scratch to original specifications. Share in the
warmth as a community bonds with its heritage
when Lorne finally returns home in its original
grandeur. Classic Coachworks presents a flawless
restoration to a beloved fire engine that would
overwhelm its original firefighting crew with joy.
For all those who have ever gazed wide-eyed at
an antique automobile, this is a rare opportunity to
share a wondrous piece of Canadian nostalgia.
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VHS Video
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JOURNEY OF A VINTAGE FIRE ENGINE
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